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Introduction: We report a case of iatrogenic parasitic myoma of the anterior abdominal wall

and discuss the differential diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of complication with

relevant literature.

Case Report: A 33-year-old woman presented with anterior abdominal wall mass 3 years

after initial laparoscopic myomectomy surgery. A mass with a 38 3 26 mm diameter was

observed in the anterior abdominal wall at the site of inferior left side port of previous

surgery. It was excised from the anterior abdominal wall outside of the peritoneum, below

the fascia. The pathologic examination of the excised mass revealed cellular myoma. This

case is the 4th port site parasitic myoma in literature.

Conclusion: The risk of implantation and subsequent growth of minute myoma fragments

should be kept in mind during morcellation procedures and, in order to avoid such

complications, all fragments should be tracked during morcellation. The inspection of

trocar sites after the removal of trocars for retained fragments would prevent such

recurrences.
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Myoma uteri is the most common type of
female pelvic tumor. Twenty percent of

women of reproductive age have clinically detect-
able myomas, whereas 70%–75% have subclinical
myomas.1 Surgery is the definitive treatment mo-
dality for symptomatic myomas. Advances in tech-
nology provide minimally invasive options for
surgical interventions.2,3 Laparoscopic, hysteroscop-
ic, and robotic techniques are assigned in selected
cases. The minimally invasive techniques have
advantages such as shorter hospital stay, better
cosmetic results and less pain and less morbidity.
However, the myomas should be divided into small
parts in order to remove them from the abdominal
cavity through the trocar port. The disseminated
small particles can cause parasitic myomas in
limited occasions. In our case report, we present
an extremely rare complication of laparoscopic
myomectomy.

Case Report

A 33-year-old gravida 1, parity 1 woman presented
with menorrhagia to the outpatient gynecology
clinic of Namik Kemal University Hospital in 2011.
An ultrasound examination of the patient revealed a
54 3 62 mm intramural myoma located in the
posterior wall of the uterus. The myoma was excised

by laparoscopic myomectomy and a power morcel-
lator (Karl Storz, Germany) was used to remove the
myoma from the abdominal cavity through the
trocar port. We used 3 ports with a 5-mm diameter
including 2 right and left inguinal ports and 1 left
upper quadrant port. We used another 10-mm
intraumblical port for optic. We did not observe
any disseminated intraperitoneal leiomyomatosis
during the surgery. The pathologic examination of
the excised myoma was reported as cellular leio-
myoma.

The follow-up interval was 6 months for the 1st
year and then annual thereafter. We observed a new
intraural myoma with a 20 3 25 mm diameter on the
1st-year visit. However, it was stable during the
follow-up. The patient mentioned left inguinal
region tenderness and a palpable mass at the last
visit in 2014. The physical examination revealed a
palpable semimobile mass. The location of the mass
was below the left inguinal trocar incision. An
abdominal MRI showed a 38 3 26 mm well
circumscribed, homogenous-enhancing mass within
the muscles of the anterior abdominal wall (Fig. 1).

The mass was excised with a 4 cm incision under
general anesthesia. It was located below the fascia of
the abdominal wall but outside of the peritoneum
(Fig. 2). The pathologic examination of the mass
revealed cellular leiomyoma.

Fig. 1 (a) T1 weighted axial MR image shows homogenous enhancing, extra-peritoneal, infra-fascial mass (arrow) within the anterior

abdominal wall muscles. (b) T2 weighted coronal image shows the mass (arrow).
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The intuitional review board of Namik Kemal
University approved presentation of the case report
(no: 2015/29/02/17).

Discussion

Laparoscopic and robotic techniques are advanta-
geous due to their low postoperative morbidity.
However, during laparoscopic myomectomy, the
excised mass should be broken into smaller parts in
order to take it out of the abdominal cavity.
Therefore, various morcellation techniques are
described in the literature.4,5 The minute fragments
would retain or spread in the abdominal cavity
during the morcellation process. Thus, the anxiety
involved in spreading possible malignancies, which
cannot be identified prior to surgery, is a major
concern. In April, 2014, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) issued a warning about using
morcellators, especially on perimenopausal and
postmenopausal women or women who are at high
risk for malignancy. Moreover, the FDA suggested
obtaining informed consent regarding the use of
morcellators (For the risks such as dissemination of
tumor cells with power morcellation and possible
poor prognosis due to dissemination). The Ameri-
can College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
(ACOG) published a special report about the
possible complications of morcellation and pointed
to the need for risk assessment before the use of
power morcellators. On the other hand, the dissem-
ination of benign leiomyoma particles and the
potential for recurrent disease are other rare issues
of minimally invasive techniques and morcellation.

A total of 42 cases were reported indicating
iatrogenic parasitic myomas in the literature.6 Most
of the reports were after 2006 when the use of power
morcellators became widespread. Six of these cases
were observed after laparotomy and the rest of the
cases were observed after laparoscopic procedures.

The recurrences were observed in different
anatomic locations such as the uterus, ovaries,
bowels, liver, gallbladder, and the omentum. Only
3 cases of port site parasitic leiomyomas were
reported.7–9 The 2-port site parasitic leiomyomas
were diagnosed 3 years after the initial surgery,
which is similar to our case. The incisional endo-
metriosis would be the differential diagnosis of such
a lesion. The location of the lesion may be beneficial
in differential diagnosis. In 3 reports, and in our
case, the lesion was located just below the anterior
abdominal wall fascia and out of the peritoneum.
However, most of the incisional endometriosis cases
are located over the abdominal fascia.

The risk of implantation and subsequent growth
of minute myoma fragments should be kept in mind
during morcellation procedures and, in order to
avoid such complications, all fragments should be
tracked during morcellation. The inspection of
trocar sites after the removal of trocars for fragments
would prevent such recurrences. Moreover, in-bag
morcellation techniques would also reduce iatro-
genic parasitic myoma.5 With this technique the
surgeon introduces a transparent bag and inflate it
in the peritoneal cavity. The mass is morcellated in
the bag so the small particles stay inside the bag.
The technique applied in animal models and
various case reports without any complications.10

Fig. 2 (a) Figure shows intraoperative appearance of parasitic myoma, (*) shows the cut fascia that was dissected to be able to reach

mass, (**) shows anterior abdominal wall muscles, (,) shows vessels arising from anterior abdominal wall muscles through mass. (b)

Appearance of mass after excision.
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